
  Yeti’s strong suspensions with full gel wheels, central brake, lifting bar and a directional lock guarantee 
perfect performance at any type of surface. Modern and practical design is his additional asset.

    We proudly present you our new special needs stroller – YETI; a meticulously designed response to the needs 
of the older children at weight up to 75 kg. Its solid construction and a wide range of parameters adjustment 
allow to meet user’s moderate needs at the highest possible level.

  The variety of practical accessories and fast folding mechanism significantly simplify the everyday use 
irrespective of the weather conditions and time of the year. 

 

why YETI?

A set of soft narrowing inserts allows you to 
adjust the width of the stroller for smaller 
children. The possibility of attaching them 
to the upholstery at any hight allows you to 
put the child in the optimal position.

THE MINIMIZING KIT - 
YETI grows with YOU

1 FLEXIBLE upholstery
easy to use

2 practical and solid
RUNNING GEAR

3 a WIDE RANGE 
of accessories

4

Multiple stage tension system of a backrest 
allows for the most individual and complex 
adjustment. Core of the system is based on 
extremely durable velcro straps. It’s intuitive 
disassembly and small dimensions after 
removal help you keep it clean.

YETI has a set of full durable wheels 
adjusted to user’s maximum weight. It is 
also equipped with an easy-to-use central 
brake and direction lock on the front 
wheels. In addition, the tilt foot helps 
overcome small obstacles.

Like all other MyWam strollers, YETI has 
wide range of equipment. Depending on 
your needs, you can prepare your stroller 
for a specific time of the year and the 
weather, which significantly affects the 
comfort of use.

SEAT MINIMIZING KIT

 
FIVE-POINT SAFETY BELTS

THERAPEUTIC TABLE

SLEEPING BAG
MOSQUITO NET

RAINCOVER

SHOPPING BASKET
TOURIST BAG WINTER GLOVES

NEWNEWNEW

i wiele innych...

everyday
trusted support

a wide range of equipment

seat width  31*/43 cm  

seat depth  31 - 45 cm

backrest height 65 - 85 cm

footrest adjustable within 29 - 44 cm

total weight >22 kg

total lenght 120 cm

total height 134 cm

total width 66 cm

growth 130 - 175 cm

maximum weight 75 kg

* with regulation inserts


